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“Let’s get to suckin’ and fuckin’”
–Seneca
Gaucho Marks is UCSB’s premier humor
conglomerate dedicated to the publication of
satirical content for the web and a somewhat
biannual print magazine. Our work is predicated on
the belief that comedy is integral to a life welllived. Student Health has called us “An essential
tool for curing hangovers, along with a balanced
breakfast.”

mark makers
Editor-in-Chief
Mimi Pinson
University Editor
Derek Mejia
Opinion Editor
Amanda Shipman
Local Editor
Thomas Nedungadan
Truth Editor
Brandon Barroso
Copy Editor
Jae Nam
Writers
Brandon Barroso, Adam Fagenson,
Derek Mejia, Thomas Nedungadan,
Mimi Pinson, Amanda Shipman,
Jordan Tulak, David Wu

disclaimer
All articles, photos, comics, features, symbols and spaces
between letters are entirely fictional and intended for
humorous purposes. Any references to actual persons,
living or dead, as well as actual entities and institutions
are not grounded in fact; all narratives here written have
been invented in the minds of people who believe that
they are smarter than and superior to the aforementioned
persons, entities and institutions. No live animals were
harmed during the production of this publication. All
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“I had a dream where I spent $50 on
three tacos and had a panic attack.”

“Coward reporting for duty, Sir!”

“Is anyone hiring?
anything at all?
please?”

for

“Lisa needs braces.”

“Any amount of cheese before
a date is too much cheese.”
–Dennis

“Sincerely yours, Gaucho Marks”

“Remember coronavirus?”

“Meanwhile, Las Vegas airport is
totally empty. Feels spicy.”
–A friend
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This year, Gaucho Marks enters its 10th
year as a magazine. We want to take
this moment to really reflect and tell
you all how proud we are to finally
enter the fifth grade.
All the best things are 10. There are 10
Commandments, fingers, things I hate
about you, inches in a Subway
footlong—PLUS October, tents, and
famous African American activist
Malcolm the 10th.
In this 10th year of Gaucho Marks,
we celebrate our definitive entry into
the mainstream as nominees for
UCSB’s Most Creative Club. And
although we did not win, we harbor no
ill will toward the beach cleanup club
or the beach trash they destroyed most
creatively. It’s in this spirit of
sportsmanship that we will go back to
clean up the snowy plover nests where
we put out all those cigarettes. We
sowwy L Gaucho Marks is NOT severing ties with BP p.l.c., with whom
we continue working on the kid’s book Happy the Duck and the Fun, Black Bath.

It’s been a tough year, at least
according to all my small talk from the
past five weeks. Not only have the bars
been closed, but we have also been
unable to print a magazine for over a
year (Although the printing
problem may have been due
to us using up all our free
prints trying to print this
gif. Please let me know if
it works on your end. Please.)

Our only consolation for making it this
far is the fact that we’ve been
legitimized
by
UCSB
Student
Leadership Awards as a more creative
satire magazine than the unnominated
Nexustentialism (jk guys, pls add me
back on LinkedIn).
Real business now: thank you to my
collaborators at Gaucho Marks for
being consistent and smart and so much
fun. Each one of you makes me laugh
like crazy, and these years have been
great working together on this humble
outfit. Special thanks to our section
editors, Amanda, Brandon, Derek, and
Thomas, for the extra work you put in
through the quarter and being my
virtual pen pals for this long. And, to
Adam: you’re going to be a great editor
next year, and I’m so excited to see
what you all will do.
Thank you, thank you, thank you all for
the jollies. I’m going to miss this. But
for now, READ IT!
SINCERELY,
MIMI PINSON
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
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“LOCAL” “NEWS”
Just the headlines because that’s all you’re going to read anyway

EVACUATION CANCELLED:
it was just a bong threat
“I’m so, so sorry,” says Brad, YOUR next-door neighbor.

“I don’t even wear condoms,
why would I sign up for
Experion credit check?”
The incredible journey of one Econ major’s SSN

before

after

UFO abducts
Chancellor Yang and
replaces him with
unsympathetic robot,
nobody really notices

Rogue KCSB DJ
goes AWOL,
develops social
skills, makes friends

“COVID has really
taken a toll on
business,”
says UCen Bird, local mom

IV landlords meet
with dictators,
mob bosses to
refresh business
practices
“Vladimir taught me a lot
about the word ‘habitable,’”
says Associates, of Wolfe &
Associates
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CLASSIFIEDS
Just the headlines because that’s all you’re going to read anyway

SERVICES

FOR SALE

Missing: NEWT!
Last seen playing underneath car

Need someone to tell me
if I smell like weed rn, be
honest?
Can someone watch my
baby while I run to the gas
station?
ISO web professional to
update A.S. president
website. Will pay with
money idk what to do with.
Experimental jazz trio
looking for experienced
sax player after ours took
a 4-day solo, transcended

Used children’s hospice
equipment – pickup only
Research
chemical
superficially similar to
“LSD,” not meant for
human consumption
Find me on the corner of Abrego
& Del Mar. Really, don’t take it.

For sale: lightly used friend

PERSONAL
I’m late to the game, but
what’s ligma?

Listen, I’m a senior and my
prostate is PRISTINE!
The prostate of a 35-year-old!

MISSING: hostages
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FUN
\

as orated by Socrates

FUN quizzes
Can YOU breach the UC database?!
Decipher these passwords to figure out all your friends’ SSNs!
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

sorpwads
garnod
imdan
24135
sseju

_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________

Would YOU fall for a cult leader’s tactics?
To find out if you have the potential to be the next news-breaking victim and/or
perpetrator, visit THIS URL:

tinyurl.com/gauchomarks-cultquiz

reverse MA D L I B S
Directions: Fill in the blanks with the boring stuff that we neglected to think up!
We had the better proper nouns anyway.

So, __________ downtown Liberal Indoctrination Camp _______________ Oprah
“The Bone” Winfrey ____________ masticating ________________ slovenly
_________ prelapsarian hip bone.
I asked ___________ favorite terminator _________________ 2008 Housing Crisis.
Oprah “The Bone” Winfrey ___________ GNOM 101 – Intro to Gnome Studies
_________ lick _____________ Bill Gates’ Divorce. ______________, what a placenta!
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HOROSCOPE
Which CIA-used torture method perfectly describes your week?
Let’s see if this week elicits a confession from YOU!

Aries – Force Feeding

Been feeling hungry for no reason? Don’t worry,
your special someone will cram prison-grade chili
down your gullet without warning very soon.

Taurus – Abdominal Slap

Talk about a belly ache! Herbert may come
and smack you in the stomach tomorrow. He
may have been preparing for several hours.

Gemini – Sleep Deprivation

Contrary to the popular phrase, “You snooze, you
lose,” you will neither snooze nor lose as you unlock
your true potential at the 33-hour mark.

Cancer – 16–18 hours of strobe
lights

News flash! Be ready for moderate to severe
migraines this week, for the sun and moon are
having marriage issues, flickering violently,
making it your problem.

Leo – Sound Torture

One frat guy on your block will discover his love
for Soulja Boy’s “Pretty Boy Swag” and you damn
well KNOW he’s got access to a sound system.

Libra – Hypothermia

Let me out let me out my fing=errs cannt type they
hardening cold cold please sendhelp

Scorpio – Waterboarding

With the sun transitioning, expect to go
surfing this week. We are 90% sure that’s
what waterboarding is, so go catch a wave!

Sagittarius – “Stun belt”
Fuck.

Capricorn – Short Shackling

Trying something kinky was a good idea,
you thought. She took a call and forgot about
you, locked to the bed frame. Good luck.

Aquarius – Cramped Confinement

Feeling like it’s hard fitting in lately? This week, you
may feel ready to break free from a tight space and
retrieve your kidney.

Pisces – Forced Enema

At least you don’t have to worry about
washing your butt tomorrow.

Virgo – Stress Positions

That free yoga class may become less
appealing once you discover how out of shape
you really are.

We decline to prosecute
your case of the Mondays!
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FDA Approves Walmart’s
“Great Value” COVID-19 Vaccine
Yesterday, the FDA approved the emergency

Like its peers, the Walmart dose comes with

use of the Great Value vaccine for COVID-

its own side effects, including anxiety,

19 after conducting months of clinical trials.

confusion, and an increased willingness to

An assistant manager from our local Walmart

burn $2999.99 on an Agio Paris 9-piece Fire

responded, “We know we’re a bit late to the

High Dining Set. Researchers acknowledge

game, but if you need to vaccinate ten to

that its effects are “temporary”, but these

twenty-four people at once, Great Value is

reactions may return when visiting a

your best bet.” The Walmart vaccine is the

Walmart.

latest single-dose vaccine approved in the
U.S., proving that mega-corporations are
moral entities worthy of our unwavering
trust.
Currently, the Great Value vaccine is the only
vaccine for COVID-19 with a price tag, but it
is available for purchase in both regular and
premium options: both options exhibited
equal efficacy against the virus (53%), but the
premium option comes in pink. Both doses
come with free stickers labeled, “Don’t touch
me, I got vaxxed at Walmart!” and choice of
a free frozen dairy dessert bar or package of
frozen meat-flavored balls.

Injecting the vaccine has posed a challenge
for some, but plenty of users have found no
issue with its intravenous application. I saw
some

dirty

looking

fellas

vaccinating

themselves in a back alley yesterday. Now
everybody’s doing it! But please, consult
your doctor before taking the Great Value
vaccine, and also maybe your mom. She
usually knows what’s up.
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Local Jazz Band Noodles into an Alternate
Plane of Existence
ISLA VISTA – The IV Drips, a local free jazz
sextet, are set to beat the world record for
longest uninterrupted musical performance on
the top floor of a public university parking
structure.
UCSB students are no strangers to outlandish
musical performances on the top floor of parking
structure 19. However, this performance is
different for a variety of reasons. For starters,
the IV Drips play free jazz. Let’s be honest. Even
if you’re into jazz, do you actually understand
free jazz? It’s not your average, oppressed jazz,
y’know? I mean, there’s no fixed harmonic
structure and they modulate all the time, and
they don’t even warn you. If I was going to get
my mind blown, I’d like to know ahead of time.
We spoke with Eric C. C. Coleman, a veteran of
the music scene atop parking structure 19, who
told us, “I’ve been to a lot of shows during my
time at UCSB, but I’ve never seen anything like
this before. I’m blind.”
The IV Drips formed during the Fall 2017 quarter
and quickly established themselves as one of
the most groundbreaking free jazz bands in the
Greater Isla Vista area; actually, they are the
only free jazz band in Santa Barbara County.

two musicians have remained a steady constant
for the band. Both musicians credit Yerba Mate,
and amphetamines (hey, it’s jass baby!), for the
longevity of their careers.

The IV Drips (2019)
One of the band’s early shows has achieved an
almost mythical status within the free jazz
community in Isla Vista (the scene is really three
assistant professors in the Music Department
and some guy named Justin Thyme). An early
review in The Daily Nexus declared: “The IV
Drips are the best band west of the lagoon!”

The band was founded by soprano saxophonist
Anthony Tyner, a rising senior and comparative
literature major, and drummer Dolphy Braxton,
a rising super senior and environmental studies
major.

Retiring senior Sophie Menendez, who was a
freshman when the IV Drips first started
performing, told Gaucho Marks Music, “It was
one of the craziest shows I’ve ever been to. I
don’t remember half of it cuz I was high af on
molly, but I vividly remember the sax player, like,
standing and soloing for what must have been a
millennium, or sumthin. I don’t know, I'm still
kind of high right now. They were definitely vibin’
though.”

While the band has cycled through players, the

To claim the record for the longest free jazz
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show ever performed on the top of a parking
structure in the number eight public university in
the nation, the band will have to surpass the
record held by PLUGGED ETHEREAL, who set
the record in 1987 when they defiled the top
floor of UMich’s Structure 13.

Mathematical Representation of the Coltrane Horizon,
courtesy of the nerds at the Physics department.

Plugged Ethereal (2018)

Guinness World Record Holder Kenneth
Erickson, the drummer for PLUGGED
ETHEREAL back in 1987, has expressed his
disdain for IV Grips' attempt to beat their record.
“I don’t think these pozers have it in them to beat
our record. PLUGGED Ethereal was a once-ina-lifetime kind of band. Sure, we were all young
and stupid, but we had chops man. I’ve listened
to some of this IV Drips’ music, and they suck
ass. I’ve spoken to my boys and we are
prepared to reclaim our title. You know, on the
off-chance that the IV Drips beat our record of
playing continuously for four days straight.”
IV Drips have attempted this record in the past,
reaching three continuous days of playing at
their peak. During their first attempt, the band's
tenor saxophonist, Aron Kwiatkowski, reached
the Coltrane Horizon during his seven-hour
solo. The Coltrane Horizon is the point at which
a saxophonist has reached the pinnacle of a
solo, thereby shedding the need for their
material form which transports them into the fifth
dimension, or some Marvel Cinematic
Universe® type shit. Survivors of the Coltrane
Horizon usually return to Earth with broken
reeds, and poop in their pants.

Ahead of their scheduled second attempt I’ve
sat down with both Braxton and Tyner who are
confident that they will beat Plugged Ethereal’s
record. “We’ve consulted with some of the
eggheads in the physics department who have
devised a contraption to minimize the dangers
of reaching the Coltrane Horizon. We’re
confident this time around that no other member
of the IV Drips will be zapped into another
dimension.”
While the band still has a ways to go before they
beat the record, I can confidently say that this is
a momentous occasion for UCSB. Reporters
from Rolling Stone, NME, Pitchfork, Jazz Times,
and Breitbart for some reason, have made their
way to Isla Vista to report on this event. The
excitement has even reached the Office of the
Chancellor, and we’re told that Chancellor Yang
has even been selected to be Braxton’s
understudy. Legends say Chancellor Yang
actually toured with jazz legend Chuck
Mangione, before settling down to spread his
good vibes, and our student data with the
campus...and quite possibly the rest of the
world.
The writer of this article would like you to
know that they are a person.
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ff-the-grid living can be tough, and you might not know where to start. Therefore, in order to hasten your pubescent journey into environmentally consciousness

FIVE BEST TIPS & TRICKS TO
LIVING OFF-THE-GRID (GONE SEXUAL!)
(COPS
FIVE BEST
CALLED!!)
(SHE WAS
(NOT
TIPS & TRICKS
TOCRYING!!!)
LIVING OFF-THE-GRID
CLICKBAIT!!!!)
(9/10 Dentist
(GONE SEXUAL!)
(COPS Agree!!!!!):
CALLED!!) (SHE
WAS CRYING!!!) (NOT CLICKBAIT!!!!) (9/10
A quick word from the sponsor of today’s article:
Dentist
Agree!!!!!):
Have you
ever wanted
to play one of the biggest mobile

O

genderhood, I have
meticulously
the universally
divined
ff-the-grid
livingprocured
can be tough,
and you might
not know where to start. Therefore, in order to hasten your pubescent journey into
environmentally consciousness genderhood, I have meticulously procured the universally divined

role-playing games of 2020, one that’s totally free? A game
that has over 10 million users with 60fps animations, detailed
models, and customizable environments! Choose your champion
in Waid Wadow Wegends, and use code GM6969 for 3 limited-edition champions right out of
the gate!
But perhaps you wanted to just listen to some music instead. Alas, those pesky
wired headphones are always getting tangled up. Most of the actual wireless
earbuds are expensive because, aside from AirPods, they actually care about sound
Isn’t capitalism the best? Sometimes the ads are longer than the video, but let’s get back to business
quality. What will you do? Don’t listen to washed up rapper Dr. Dre’s headphones!
shall we?
Flock to former pornographic actor and kinda, sorta singer Way J’s exquisite line
ofYour
earbuds:
WayCon
the
best
Drink
Own Piss
- After ages, of
1.
watching
Bearshitty
Grylls, theearbuds
matter of note ever!
is that the man will readily drink his own urine at any
given opportunity. If the river water creek has a 0.0000001% chance of being too salty, he drinks his own piss. If the jellyfish sting throbs
too wildly, and the nearest hospital is twenty million picosteps away, he’ll gladly drink his own piss. In fact, I’ve seen Bear Grylls drink his
Hey now, are
you
up tried
naughty
videos
on the
Interweb,
you don’t
want
own piss
morelooking
times than he’s
to crawl into
a dead animal
for warmth.
In order to bebut
self-sufficient
and survive
without water utilities,
one
must
embrace
and
drink
from
the
Cup
of
Grylls
ideology.
Is
this
a
good
idea?
Probably
not,
but
I’m
not
going
to
do the proper research
your parents to know? Want to learn to make crystal meth without letting Gus
to tell you otherwise. I still get paid by the article at the end of the day.

Fring onto your scent? Or maybe Netflix US just isn’t giving you those shows
Use Tom Cruise - After watching six Mission Impossible movies, I am convinced Tom Cruise never takes a break from running! The
2.
you wanted?
Protect yourself and your privacy with WordVPN, WxpressVPN,
man continues in an aggressive sprint for nearly 3 minutes in Ghost Protocol, and he’s probably hitting ~2 minutes per mile. Long ago,
thereor
wasother
the beliefExtremelyGenericVPN
that a perpetual motion machine could
neverleast
be made.until
Well it was,
Tom Cruise’s
parents.
My theory?
The Church of
WurfShark,
...at
thebyVPN
itself
gets
hacked.
Scientology scienced the living shit out of Tom Cruise and endowed him with not only eternal youth, but the legs of a cheetah and stamina
of a one-humped dromedary camel. He’ll be satisfied with enormous lump sums of cash in exchang

3.
Have you ever curled up in bed with a good book, but found yourself
4.
5.
unable to read? Well...you’re illiterate, but that doesn’t mean you
6.
should be left out of all the latest Harry Potter drama! Listen to
7.
8.
audiobooks from your favorite authors and series with
,
9.
books for
10. your earhole. Select from the pantheon of devilishly seductive narrators to coax your
11. e for selling out his religious beliefs, and will continue to power your house for years to come. Catching Tom Cruise is another story
eardrum
with all sorts of sweet nothings. Maybe even learn to read while you’re at it! When you
though, he just keeps on running.

Wudible

sign up12.today,
you get a free book, so you better not be signing up tomorrow.
Prepare the Poop Tree - Sewage can be tricky, but it doesn’t have to be. For this one, I lazily took some advice from 5-minutes of

Pinocchio (not the Disney version, but the one closer to how it was intended) that I watched while high on acid. There’s a scene where a fox

and catthe
tell the
gullible
puppet that burying
some
goldlonger
coins willthan
produce
so rifebut
withlet’s
cash he’ll
monetarilyshall
for life.we?
It’s
Isn’t capitalism
best?
Sometimes
the ads
are
thea tree
video,
get never
backstruggle
to business,
the same idea here. Bury a fragment of feces in the soil, and watch it burst into a magnificent tree that generates enough turds for the rest of

Your
Ownnever
Pisshave
- After
1. Drink
ages
watchingagain,
Bear Grylls,
matter
note is
that the in
man
readily drink his own urine at any given
your
life. You’ll
to use
theofbathroom
at least the
that’s
howof
I think
it worked
thewill
movie.
opportunity. If the river water creek has a 0.0000001% chance of being too salty, he drinks his own piss. If the jellyfish sting throbs too wildly, and the
nearest hospital is twenty million picosteps away, he’ll gladly drink his own piss. In fact, I’ve seen Bear Grylls drink his own piss more times than he’s tried
to crawl into a dead animal for warmth. To be self-sufficient and survive without water utilities, one must embrace and drink from the Cup of Grylls
ideology. Is this a good idea? Probably not, but I’m not going to do the proper research to tell you otherwise. I still get paid by the article at the end of the
day.
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2.

Use Tom Cruise - After watching six Mission Impossible movies, I am convinced Tom Cruise never takes a break from running! The man continues in

3.

an aggressive sprint for nearly 3 minutes in Ghost Protocol, and he’s probably hitting ~2 minutes per mile. Long ago, there was the belief that a perpetual
motion
could never
Well, it
Tom
parents. My
The
Church else
of Scientology
scienced for
the you.
living
shitin
out of Tom
rainmachine
the Karate
Kidbe-made.
Sometimes
thewas,
bestbyway
to Cruise’s
be self-sufficient
is totheory?
convince
someone
to be self-sufficient
Take
Cruise and endowed him with not only eternal youth, but the legs of a cheetah and stamina of a one-humped dromedary camel. He’ll be satisfied with
some random
dudeofoff
theinstreets
and tell
you’re
going
to trainbeliefs
him toand
be the
All-Valley
Champion.
Hisfor
training
consist
of
enormous
lump sums
cash
exchange
for him
selling
out his
religious
willnext
continue
to power
your house
years will
to come.
Catching
Tom Cruise
washing
dishes,
mowing
thekeeps
lawn,on
scrubbing
is another
story
though,
he just
running.the floor, waxing the car, painting the house, and trimming the bonsai. If he ever starts to lose
faith, sweep his leg and shout, “NO MERCY!” He will understand that if he is to ever defeat his evil bully, Lohnny Jawrence, he will need
Prepare
TreeAnd
- Sewage
canyour
be tricky,
but itchores
doesn’tare
have
to be.
I lazily took
advice
from 5 minutes
Pinocchio (not
to heed the
your Poop
sage advice.
congrats,
household
taken
careFor
of. this
Thisone,
arrangement
maysome
go on
indefinitely,
until he of
realizes
.
the Disney
version, but the one closer to how it was intended) that I watched while high on acid. There’s a scene where a fox and cat tell the gullible puppet
that burying some gold coins will produce a tree so rife with cash he’ll never struggle monetarily for life. It’s the same idea here. Bury a fragment of feces
in the soil, and watch it burst into a magnificent tree that generates enough turds for the rest of your life. You’ll never have to use the bathroom again, at
least that’s how I think it worked in the movie.

4.

Train the Karate Kid - Sometimes the best way to be self-sufficient is to convince someone else to be self-sufficient for you. Take in some random
dude off the streets and tell him you’re going to train him to be the next All-Valley Champion. His training will consist of washing dishes, mowing the
lawn, scrubbing the floor, waxing the car, painting the house, and trimming the bonsai. If he ever starts to lose faith, sweep his leg and shout, “NO
MERCY!” He will understand that if he is to ever defeat his evil bully, Lohnny Jawrence, he will need to heed your sage advice. And congrats, your
household chores are taken care of. This arrangement may go on indefinitely, until he realizes that he is not Daniel LaRusso (nor the less critically
acclaimed Julie Pierce or Dre Parker), and was just that random dude on the streets. At this point, you start looking for the sequel.

5.

Never Use Graph Paper - To truly live off-the-grid, never draw anything on graph paper. It is the progenitor of all grids in the country—without it
there will be no more baby grids (griddles). The electrical grid, the checkerboard grid, the racing game (Grid), and math graphs all rely on the fundamental
rules posited on that beautiful sheet of graph paper. Without the lines, you are free to let your freak line fly. Now y = x can look like a butterfly, a rainbow,
a unicorn, or even the harrowing realization that this article has been an utter waste of your time, and yet you endured it because deep down you know
there’s truly nothing better to do.

We’re all hurtling towards the inevitable repose of death, and I cannot believe you actually wasted your time
reading this shit. Heck, I can hardly believe I’m not getting paid to write it. And you know what? As a courteous
gesture for finishing all the way to the end, I will summarize the pivotal lesson from this article:
BUT NOT UNTIL ANOTHER WORD FROM OUR SPONSOR(S):
Have you ever wanted to cook, but actually not cook? Do you enjoy making
lifeless meals that will suck the soul out of you while you eat? Enjoy WelloWresh,
an outrageously extravagant expenditure on some person taking 10 minutes to
measure some food for you. The code 6969GM at checkout will give your first
month 50% off.
Do you want honey? Probably not. But I bet you want that money! Get Woney—an
extension for your browser where merchants split a cut of the profits with us
while we paint the lovely picture of “trying to save you money.”
HAIR. HAIR. HAIR. It’s everywhere! On the chair, in the air. Here and
there, it’s just not fair! It’s on my beard, on my mustache! I think I even
saw it on a succotash! If you’ve ever thought just one of these things, try
Wollar Whave Wlub and feel like a thing. The cost ain’t a dollar, it’s definitely not two, and I
guarantee that it’ll be of absolutely no use to you. Get a free pack of shaving cream (mayonnaise)
when you sign up with our affiliate link BELOW.
I still can’t believe you’re reading this. The point is that 90% of these FuzzBeed-esque “Top Five” and “Top Ten” lists are completely
irrelevant, terribly researched, and so chock full of ads just to hit the 10-minute mark. You likely know more about these ads than the
topic of interest. My actual advice? Use it as a starting point, hear different viewpoints on the subject, and make your own decision.
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It’s Oprah’s Favorite Things: UCSB Edition!
Dear Seniors,
Upon hearing that Oprah will be
our guest speaker at commencement 2021,
one staff writer imagined a scenario in
which Oprah’s speech was conducted like
an early 00’s “Oprah’s Favorite Things”
Giveaway.
After the hellish year we shared, the
subtle disappointment of losing our senior
year of undergrad, and the collective
struggle to find internships and commit to
post-graduate plans, it would be a dream
come true to relive some buried memories.
And, as the last wave of students to have
grown up with early 00’s Oprah, maybe we
can get some reparations for sucky
experiences all around.
We all went through some real shit
this past year, so when we take a photo all
alone in front of that stinky lagoon in midday lighting and watch our face flash
across a screen, we can also daydream
about this alternate universe while we
FaceTime with Oprah on June 12, 2021.
P.S. “Both the author of these [jokes] and the
[jokes] themselves are, of course, fictional.
Nevertheless, such persons as the composer of
these [jokes] not only exist in our society, but
indeed must exist, considering the circumstances
under which our society has generally been
formed.”1

Hello, hello, hello UC Santa Barbara
graduating class of 2021!
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I can’t hear you, I said good MORNING,
CLASS OF 2021!
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That’s more like it. Now, I’ve been
strolling around your campus for the past
three days and lemme tell ya, I really got my
steps in! 😄
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I couldn’t help refreshing myself with
one of these drinks, what do we call it?
Yerba Mate, absolutely fabulous, as you can
see, I love ‘em! *Oprah pulls a can from
behind the podium, opens it and takes a
sip* 👏
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I had such a fun time visiting you
folks down here in Santa Barbara that I can’t
help but share it with you all. That’s right,
it's OPRAH’S FAVORITE THINGS!
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Alright, let’s kick this commencement
off with some giveaways since you’re college
students and therefore probably can’t afford
nice things. Okay first, I saw lots of you
walking around in these, I have no idea how
you do it, but I respect the dedication
because ya know what? I love the look. I
love this product and I can’t wait for each of
you to take home your very own pair of. . .
DOC MARTEN PLATFORM COMBAT
BOOTS! 👏
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This stylish boot retails for $180 but
I’m sending each one of you home with your
very own pair. How does that sound,
people? 👏
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Alright now, I spent a little time in
Isla Vista while I was here too. Boy, do
you people know how to get down!
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a great time, and I had a great time
watching ya, and since most of you are 21,
I thought I’d celebrate the spirit of
California youth by sending you all
home… with this! *rips tablecloth away to
uncover a state-of-the-art Zob Glass 17inch fixed flat disc beaker bong complete
with ice pinch, custom engraved with the
UCSB logo and Oprah’s signature,
estimated retail $800*.
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Okay, now we’re not all fun and
games here at UCSB, correct? I know, I
know, it’s been rough in those online
classes... those Zoom meetings... those
breakout rooms. 😒
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to give y’all a little something to Keep.
Up2. That. Hard. Work. Are you ready,
people?
Now, you’re gonna need this whether
you go on to graduate school, 👏
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you’re gonna need THIS! *Lifts a cardboard
box wrapped in “congrats, grad” paper to
reveal a MacBook Air*. This laptop features
an 8-core processor, 13.3inch LED-backlit
display, 16GB of RAM, 1TB of storage, and
720p FaceTime HD camera, totaling $1100
retail, but you know I just had to give one to
each of you FOR FREE!
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Alright everybody, let’s bring it down
for a minute. 😐
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really went through it this year, I know. It’s
been a rough senior year for y’all, a rough
year for everyone in general, but look at us!
Here we are, we made it! 😁
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I think you deserve some R&R, what do you
think? 👏
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I sure hope so, ‘cause everybody
LOOK UNDER YOUR SEATS! *Graduates
begin to pull small envelopes from
underneath their chairs and stand up
screaming, hugging, and crying. Several
people faint*.
I’m taking every one of you on a
Caribbean cruise, baby!
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This seven-night eastern Caribbean
cruise with Norwegian Gem stops in
Barbados, St. Lucia, St. Maarten, and
Antigua; I’m also flying y’all to and from the
ship’s home port, in República Dominicana!3
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Last, but4 hopefully not least
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Winfrey to each and every one of you! *She
gestures to the crowd* 😊
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® Alright!
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«
Everyone put on your blindfold5. Drumroll,
please! *dtdtdtdtdt plays while the sound of
a rolling cart is heard onstage. The sound
effect continues as heavy items are
transported onto the stage and the shifting
fades into an anticipatory silence*.
Take off the blindfolds, class of 2021!
Not only have I got the official diploma—
YES, the very same one you usually have to
wait about four months for6…
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And did I mention you would
normally have to pay for it to be shipped to
you?! 😡
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³ But, that’s not all! So, why
²
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°
don’t you get in a single file line, in
alphabetical order (as you are seated), and
when you get on stage, I will personally
hand you your real “dead ass” 😒
B as you
A
@
?
might say, diploma… ALONG WITH A
CHECK FOR $10,000!!!
*Crowd goes absolutely apeshit, whooping
and hollering and throwing caps while
“Pomp and Circumstance” swells through
the speakers and the A-named kids compose
themselves to go on stage*.

Fin
Dostoevsky, Notes from Underground
Oprah is clapping along with these syllables.
3
Oprah says this with a heavy accent.
4
Oprah is feigning that she is out of breath at this
moment. But she is not out of breath.
1

2

5

These had been passed out at the same time as the
audience.
6
If you are down here because you want to know how
she did it, you should never question Oprah’s power.
Let this be a lesson, and a warning.
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New Classroom Building Slated to be
Chuck. E Cheese, Chancellor Reports
In an unexpected turn of events,
Chancellor Henry T. Yang has
announced that the UC Santa Barbara
campus’ new classroom building will
serve as a Chuck E. Cheese Pizzeria and
Arcade. In a campus-wide email sent
from the Office of the Chancellor earlier
this week, Yang went into detail
regarding the future of the building,
saying that UCSB now owns all
intellectual property associated with the
Chuck. E Cheese brand due to the pizza
corporation filing for Chapter 11
bankruptcy last year. Describing the
acquisition as, “totally accidental,” Yang
reports believing that he was buying
GME. Still, he says the acquisition was
“easily the best $10 million of COVID-19
relief [he’s] ever spent.”
With construction well underway, Yang
expects the new building to function as
both classroom facilities and a Family
Fun Space Where a Kid Can Be a Kid®,
cementing the UCSB name as a greater
vanguard of children’s entertainment
than ever before.
The building will also house the nascent
Department of Entertainment and
Cheese Studies. According to the new
(but
somehow
Web-1.0)

chuckcheese.ucsb.edu domain, the
titular rodent’s middle initial, “E”, stands
for Entertainment, but his last name,
Cheese, is only coincidental.
Test runs have begun in Campbell Hall to
explore overlapping business hours with
a lecture schedule. However, many
students have filed complaints about
screaming toddlers and popping birthday
balloons.
One Environmental Studies student
complained, “When I get home, I have to
scrape the ball pit cheese off my feet as
soon as I walk in the door, or else my dog
will eat it. And I’ve made so much
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progress with not kicking my dog.
This is on you, Yang.”
Another student, visibly excited about the
change, went into detail regarding the
building’s dual functionality: “They
installed Scantron readers in the Ticket
Munchers. Imagine having to finish a
midterm when you hear six separate
kiosks chewing away in stereo. End me.”
Professors have also found difficulty in
the presence of the almighty rat. A
psychology professor reports discomfort
sharing a space with an animatronic rock
band, saying, “I have to stop my lectures
every ten minutes for the rat to play some
shitty cover of Rush’s 2112.”
The professor also confessed, “… but it’s
worse when they stop. Their bodies
freeze but their eyes just keep moving.”
Customers of the Campbell Hall test run
have chimed a different tune, finding the
UCSB campus less desirable to
attend than the typical Chuck E. Cheese
strip mall locale. A single father of three
responded, “There’s a coke operation
being run in the climbing tubes. Not to
insinuate anything, but the Alcohol and
Drug Program counselors have been
surprisingly absent. I’m just saying,
quarantine was harder on some of us.
But you didn’t hear it from me.”

A second email from the Office of the
Chancellor has responded to the flood of
community
members’
aggressively
reasonable
concerns,
addressing
UCSB’s future as an edutainment
conglomerate. “We all react to news like
this differently,” the email reads, “You
might feel sad, afraid, or even numb. All
of those are natural, emotional
responses.”
With so many questions left unanswered
by the Chancellor, and the construction
of the Chuck E. Classroom Building
having several more years until full
completion, the shadow of Charles
Entertainment Cheese stands firm and
throbbing over the campus community.
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I’m angry, and I’m pretty sure it’s because of the government.
People can’t afford housing, people can’t afford gas, and that’s
why we need to RECALL GAVIN, for the low, low price of $400million
per election.
Newsom, the FRONT MAN for the New World Order, has been responsible for ALL the
woes that plague California [See also: “The New World Order Is Actually Just My
Synthpop Cover Band! This Has Been a HUGE Misunderstanding”]. RECALL NOW!
Hear from “REAL” Californians on why they’re voting to
recall:
“I was a liberal for 20 years… but then I saw a
homeless man… never again.”
–Linda, Newport Beach
“Gavin is part of the cabal. This goes all the way to
the top—WAY up top, up there in the stratosphere…
with the ozone… and atoms.”
–Gary, Newport Beach
“I’m an independent. It’s my INFORMED and
INDEPENDENT decision to pursue the Republican
party’s only viable scheme to win a statewide election,
independently.”
–Michael, Newport Beach

4. Handsome Arnold
3. Freedom Arnold

2. Immune System
Arnold

1. Clint Eastwood
MEME FOR FACEBOOK

THE CASE IS MADE. Recall now!

For all these reasons (?), and MORE*, we need to

RECALL NOW!

To sign the petition: go to your local strip mall and look for the bald guy
wearing cargo shorts and THESE sunglasses. He’s there seven days a week.

*Remains to be seen

If Gavin is so great for
public schools, then why
am I so stupid?
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Good things come to those who wait…so I’ve decided to leave reality
Political flops
And Ryan Murphy Netflix Productions
One person can only witness so many
Before needing to skip a few,
And after 20 or so years of
Service, most unions and orgs
Allow for a sabbatical.
Like soap characters fallen into comas
I want the plot to progress without me
Then reawaken in time for the wedding finale
I’ll don a tin foil hat and dress as the Olsen Twins
And be stolen like my data, and uploaded to the dark web,
Disappear like the money in a stranger’s bank account
And reappear on my doorstep as a dildo paid with stolen funds [true story],
Hacksaw Ridge is all I will see, until I
Become a cicada, fuck and die
On repeat every decade or so.
Just to get away a little

THE END.
Do you want to join the band?
Catch us at Club Fair Fall 2021,
or email mimi.gauchomarks@gmail.com.

